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Hello Mark and Mick,

Thank you for your time at the recent Deniliquin meeting and for sending this information
through

In terms of making a submission for the ACCC inquiry please find the attached copies of the
submissions made to the Panel for the Independent Assessment of Social and Economic
Conditions in the Basin, and for the Review that is underway for the water sharing plan that
relates to the Lower Murray Groundwater region

In summary, the concerns of the Murray Valley Groundwater Irrigators Association is that of
equality and competition in that

1) The Murray Region is being treated differently to the Katunga area when it is the same water
where the Victorian Government and the MDBA both use the internationally respected
science of the CSIRO and the NSW Government chooses to ignore this and use their own
internal non peer removed model which puts the Murray Region at a competitive
disadvantage that the NSW Government is withholding access to water unnecessarily using
a flawed model that was established by corrupt former water minister: Ian MacDonald

2) Equality within the Lower Murray Groundwater licences where everyone is treated differently

3) Everything that is wrong with the treatment of Lower Murray Groundwater Irrigators is
explained in the letter from former Water Minister: Malcolm Turnbull attached that at least
with surface water the government conducted credible science as to sustainable extraction
and then irrigators were able to access funding that encouraged efficiency vs groundwater
irrigators that were prudent with their water use were penalised compared to those that
wasted water were rewarded with compensation and an unfair asset distribution

The MVGIA greatly appreciated the ACCC’s inquiry, where we would welcome the opportunity to
provide further information and discuss further

Yours Sincerely

Stuart Gannon- MVGIA Chair

Stuart Gannon Stubbs Wallace
Accountant

T: (03) 5881 7888
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Deniliquin, New South Wales
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